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Responding to public outrage, Ford wisely decided not to base the next generation Mustang on the front-wheel-drive Mazda platform that eventually became the Ford Probe. The decision led to the 1987 Ford Mustang, the most thoroughly modified Mustang since the Fox generation's debut. The slow-selling SVO was gone, but the LX notchback, hatchback, and convertible returned along with the popular
GT hatch and ragtop. Significantly, Ford planners also decided to axe Mercury's Mustang, Fox-based Capri, after eight years of strangely disappointing sales. Ad Despite a familiar basic form, the Mustang looked smarter than ever for '87. A smoother nose squeezed flush-mount headlights between triangular inboard parking lights and wraparound turn-signal lamps. Rear side glass on coupes was pulled
flush with surrounding sheetmetal, with a wide black band where the vertical slats had been. Although the side windows looked bigger, the daylight openings they covered were unchanged, so over-the-shoulder visibility remained a bit lacerated. Restyled taillamps were obvious, and most exterior moldings were finished in black. Alongside a more modern look, these changes lowered feature coefficients:
now 0.40 for notchbacks, 0.42 for convertibles, and 0.36 for LX hatchback; the three-door GT tested on a slightly blockier 0.38. The restyle had little effect on dimensions inside or out. Wheelbase remained at 100.5 inches, while the total length measured 179 inches, width 68.3, and height about 52 inches. Track widths were 56.6 inches ahead, 57 aft. Curb weights did change, for the worse, adding about
100 pounds on average. LXs remained more visually restrained than GVs. Their grid, for example, was a simple slot with a horizontal bar bearing a small Ford oval. Below was a body-color bumper with integrated spoiler and wide, black rubstrips that wrapped around as body side protection lists for a color-typed rear bumper. GTs wore sculptural rocker-panel skirts that looked like add-ons they were, plus a
dummy scoop in front of each wheel, a burly spoiler at the hatchback, and bustling cheese-grater taillamps instead of the LX's simple tri-color clusters. At least the grid-less GT face was aggressively beautiful - a bit like the SVO's, with a wide foot intake in a forward-sticking airdam with flanking round fog lights. So you shouldn't miss it, large Mustang GT letters were molded into rocker extensions and rear
bumper coverage. The 1987 Mustang Interior Because instrument panels are among the most expensive components for an automaker to change, the all-new '87 dashboard suggested the foxy Mustang could hang on for more than a few years (as it actually would). The design could have come from Mazda. The right side was cut away on top to form a useful package shelf and lend a greater sense of
interior spaciousness. Drivers face an upright instrument pod with side-mount rocker switches for light, danger flasher, and rear-window defrosting. Columnists again after wipers and turn signals, while cruise control buttons remained conveniently in the steering wheel spokes. Dropping down from the dash center was a wide console housing rotating buds for temperature, fan speed, and air distribution, all
lifted from the new Euro-style Taurus. A quartet of large, square vents marched across the center of the dashboard, BMW mode. Modernization was also evident in a new design steering wheel, armrests, door panels, and seat adjusters. There were improvements under the hood, too, which made acceleration feel like it did in the good old days. Find out about '87 Mustang engine deals on the next page.
For even more on the Ford Mustang, check out the following links. Saddle up for the whole story of America's most beloved sporty car. How Ford Mustang Works chronicles the legend from the early 1960s to today's all-new Mustang.When it gets tough, the hard go racing in mustang country. Find out how a return to geniune performance brought solid sales and profits in the 1982-1986 Ford Mustang.A
stronger, leaner, more agile new Mustang arrived in time for the icon's 30th anniversary. 1994-1998 The Ford Mustang tells the story of the best Mustang of the year. The 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 was a Chevrolet Camaro Z28 fighter. Learn about this unique muscle car, and see photos and exclusive specifications. This Mustang 50th anniversary is a gift that keeps on giving. Ford orchestrated some
high-altitude theatrics last month when it sent a 2015 Mustang GT Convertible to the top of the Empire State Building. Last week, however, some Ford sales professionals posted a higher. Michael Sego, Ford's San Francisco-zone sales manager, and Steve Kubits, a partner at Big Valley Ford in Stockton, Calif., led the effort to put a Mustang in space. The pair, with the help of some friends, hooked a toy
2015 Mustang-one of the Revell scale models That Ford gave away at auto shows the last few months-to a GoPro-equipped weather balloon. Up it went, 21 miles into the sky, before tumbling back to Earth 74 minutes later. Here's the highlight reel: This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their
website. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io First off, you should decide why you buy a used Mustang. Are you looking for a show car that you want to garage and show at car shows or a project car that you plan to restore in your spare
time? Maybe you're looking for a daily driver? Each of these vehicles has a specific use. Therefore, each purchase should be handled in a unique way. Whatever mustang you plan to buy, always inspect the title carefully before handing over your hard earned money. Buy online via Ebay or may seem like a good idea, but be sure to stay close enough to the vehicle to examine it personally. Buying a
Mustang without investigating it first is a risky proposition. In addition, make sure that the name of the title and registration match the name of the person selling you the vehicle. WINE can be found on the inner fender of the 1965-1968 Mustangs. From 1968 onwards, all original engines are stamped with VIN on the back of the engine block. Not long ago, I found a great deal for a used 1989 Mustang GT.
The car seemed to be in good condition. Unfortunately, the deal was too good to be true. A CarFax report found that the vehicle's current owner could not get the vehicle to pass the state inspection. He had tried twice in a year and failed each time. If I had bought the car, I would have been in the same situation. A CarFax report may reveal the vehicle's history and then some. Also always bring a friend with
you when you go to examine a vehicle. Never go alone. And most importantly, always be wary of sellers who are in a rush to get rid of the vehicle. If they can't wait long enough for you to inspect the vehicle and sleep on the purchase, go ahead and find someone who will. All in all, there are plenty of used Mustangs on the market with many great deals to be had. Just remember to do your research, get the
vehicle inspected, and always go with your gut. If you don't feel right about buying, chances are you shouldn't buy. In 1973 the Ford Mustang brought the pony car in the last model year of the fourth generation. It was still its hefty though, but somehow it took some 10,000 sales, to nearly 135,000. The convertible, now the only drop top in the Ford line, rose a resounding 85 percent to 11,853 units, perhaps
because Ford announced it would not return the following year. As we know, the ragtop Mustang would be back, but not for another decade. The federal government now required front bumpers to maintain low-speed shunts without injury. Though Ford and other automakers met the rule with some pretty awful-looking cowcatchers, the Mustang performed pretty well, as body-color bumpers were now
standard for all models and stuck out only slightly more. The bumpers absorbed energy through an I-beam mounting rod with a box-section bracket attached to two longitudinal rubber blocks that gave space on the impact, then plunged back to the original position. Advertising Elsewhere, base models and Grande got a grid insert with larger eggcrates, and parking lights on all 73s migrated from under the
bumper to within the grille, where they stood on the end to look like driving lights. The usual trim mixes emerged, and grabber colors were dropped in favor of quieter Ember Glow metallics. The Sprint package was forgotten, but basic models could now imitate Mach 1 via an optional Decor Group ($51) and for the first time a twin-scoop cap. Two-tone hood paint in matte black or silver was again sold A
functional ram-air cap remained optional with two-barrel 351 only (at $58). Steel-belt radial tires joined the options list, where snazzy polished aluminum wheels ($111-$142) replaced the familiar styled-steel Magnum 500s. Fastbacks now offered an optional vinyl cover for the front three-quarters of the roof ($52). Mach 1 got a revised honeycomb lattice texture and new lower body stripping. The uptown
Grande hardtop now included a useful parking-brake warning light. As it had since '71, Grande came up with a halo vinyl tag, so-called because the covers left a slim ribbon of body color around the side windows. To meet new limits for nitrogen oxides (NOx), all 1973 Ford Mustang engines were given a revamped emission control system with positive crankcase ventilation and exhaust-gas recirculation.
The EGR gases are fed from the exhaust manifold through a vacuum valve into the carburetor to be diluted by the incoming fuel/air mixture. This allowed slimmer carburetor settings, but also diminished horsepower except at 302 V-8 and 250 six. The two-barrel 351 lowered to 173 net horsepower, the four-barrel version to 259. As mentioned earlier, the 351 HO was given heave-ho, a victim of weak
demand and too much required finagling to satisfy the federal air marshals. Equally disheartening, the four-step manual was now limited to 4V 351, and was automatically mandatory with the two-barrel unit (though most buyers ordered that anyway). In other technical news for '73, power front-disc brakes were newly standard with either the 351 V-8 and for all convertibles, and both disc and drum brakes
were extended to cars without power help. Interior adopted flame retardant materials to meet a cruel new federal burn rate standard (four inches per minute), and some hardware was redesigned to be less harmful. Prices went up a bit for '73. With the six-cylinder engine hardtop starting at $2760, the fastback at $2820, the ragtop at $3102, Grande at $2946, and Mach 1 at $3088. Mach except, the 302 V-8
added $87. Time to start over Endeth Bunkie's Mustang, the one that looked like it hit the wall, as Ford marketing exec Hal Sperlich mockingly called it. Knudsen was, of course, long gone in 1973, but many in Dearborn were still very unhappy with the Mustang he left behind. Said Design Vice-President Eugene Bordinat: We started out with a secretary car and all of a sudden we had a behemoth. Lee
Iacocca was even more unhappy. I've said it a hundred times, and I'll say it again. The Mustang market never abandoned us, we left it, he declared years later. If we hadn't gone nuts and put the Boss 429 engine in, the car would never have grown in size. That's what sparked it out of the small car world — performance, performance, performance! But the Mustang was about to join the world of sensible
sportiness, thanks to Iacocca's push for a brand new car in keeping with the spirit of original mid-sixties blockbuster. Although this one would be no less controversial its way than in 1971, 1972, and 1973 models, Iacocca's new conceived, for good and evil, went back to basics for a brave but battered new car world. For even more on the Ford Mustang, check out the following links. Saddle up for the whole
story of America's most beloved sporty car. How Ford Mustang Works chronicles the legend from the early 1960s to today's all-new Mustang.Mustang had it all for 1969 - except buyers. Sales were even lower in 1970. In the 1969-1970 Ford Mustang, you'll find out how a new president infused the brand with multiple results. With Lee Iacocca back in the saddle, Ford's ponycar revsited its roots. 1974-1978
The Ford Mustang tells the story of the Mustang II with its smaller, lighter design and return to rationality. The 1971 Ford Mustang Boss 351 was Ford's final high-performance Mustang of the classic muscle car era. Here is a profile, pictures and specifications. Specifications.
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